Combination of hydrotropic nicotinamidine with nanoparticles for enhancing tacrolimus percutaneous delivery

Abstract: Tacrolimus (FK506), an effective immunosuppressant for treating inflammatory skin diseases, hardly penetrates into and through the skin owing to its high hydrophobicity and molecular weight. The aim of this study was to develop a hybrid system based on nicotinamide (NIC) and nanoparticles (NPs) encapsulating FK506, such as FK506–NPs–NIC, for facilitating percutaneous delivery, which exploited virtues of both NIC and NPs to obtain the synergistic effect. Solubility and percutaneous permeation studies were carried out. The results showed that NIC could increase the solubility and permeability of FK506 and that 20% (w/v) NIC presented higher FK506 permeability and was thus chosen as the hydrotropic solution to solubilize FK506 and prepare FK506–NPs–NIC. Hyaluronic acid (HA) was chemically conjugated with cholesterol (Chol) to obtain amphiphilic conjugate of HA–Chol, which self-assembled NPs in 20% NIC solution containing FK506. The particle size, zeta potential, and morphology of NPs were characterized. The encapsulation efficiency and in vitro percutaneous permeation of NPs were evaluated in the presence and absence of NIC. The results demonstrated that hydrotropic solubilizing FK506 was readily encapsulated into NPs with a higher encapsulation efficiency of 79.2%±4.2%, and the combination of NPs with NIC exhibited a significantly synergistic effect on FK506 deposition within the skin (2.39±0.53 μg/cm²) and penetration through the skin (13.38±2.26 μg/cm²). The effect of the combination of NPs with NIC on drug permeation was further visualized by confocal laser scanning microscope through in vivo permeation studies, and the results confirmed that NPs–NIC synergistically enhanced the permeation of the drug into the skin. The cellular uptake performed in HaCaT cells presented a promoting effect of NPs on cellular uptake. These overall results demonstrated that HA–Chol–NPs–NIC can synergistically improve the percutaneous delivery of FK506, and it is a novel potential strategy based on a nano-sized carrier for FK506 to treat skin diseases.
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Introduction
Tacrolimus (FK506), a strong immunosuppressant drug, was isolated from Streptomyces tsukubensis. The mechanism of FK506 was similar to that of cyclosporine A but ~30–100-fold in vitro and 10–20-fold in vivo higher than cyclosporine A for immunosuppressant activity.1 Topical administration of FK506 was effective in the treatment of various inflammatory skin diseases, including atopic dermatitis (AD),2,3 psoriasis,4 and eczema.5 The main target of FK506 was the dermis with its lymphocytes.6 However, FK506 hardly penetrated into and through the skin for ensuring the effective therapeutic level at the diseased site because of its high hydrophobicity and high molecular weight (MW 822.05 Da). The commercial ointment in the international...
HA, a component of extracellular matrix and synovial fluids, is a naturally linear polysaccharide consisting of repeating units of N-acetyl glucosamine and glucuronic acid. It possesses advantageous properties such as viscoelasticity, biocompatibility, hydration, and lubrication and is widely used in foods, cosmetics, and medical surgeries. Balazs and Gaffney et al evaluated its application in dermatological conditions of the carbodiimide chemistry. HA–Chol–NPs have been investigated to encapsulate chemotherapeutic drug doxcetaxel (DTX) or 2b protein/siRNA complex for targeting delivery drugs to tumor cells. However, the application of NPs based on HA–Chol for targeting delivery drugs to the skin has not been evaluated so far.

For preparation of hydrophobic drug-loaded NPs, the drug solubility was vital in achieving enhanced drug entrapment and high stability of NPs. Therefore, increasing the drug solubility prior to NPs preparation should be considered. Nicotinamide (NIC), a water-soluble vitamin (B₃), was commonly used as a hydrotropic agent due to its ability to augment the solubility of some poorly water-soluble molecules. Moreover, NIC presented enhancing DTX permeation through rat skin after DTX was solubilized by NIC to form DTX–NIC complex and then prepared to be nanostructured lipid carriers. In the cosmetic industry, NIC was widely used in topical preparations due to its moisturizing and depigmenting properties. NIC was an inhibitor of PARP-1. PARP regulated the expression of immunomodulatory protein, major histocompatibility complex class II, and NF-kB. Consequently, NIC facilitated the treatment of some inflammatory skin diseases, including bullous pemphigoid, acne, rosacea, and AD. NIC was also reported to enhance the efficacy of calcipotriene for treating psoriasis when they were used in combination. The benefits of NIC to the skin made it a potentially attractive vehicle for topical formulations. In this project, NIC was hypothesized to solubilize FK506 and exert positive effects on FK506–NPs formulation, permeation, and efficacy.

market, Protopic® (Astellas Toyama Co., Ltd., Toyama, Japan), was formulated with propylene carbonate to dissolve FK506 and greasy vehicle, which did not ensure adequate drug delivery to the disease site.

The formulation for FK506 percutaneous delivery remained a challenge. With the aim of improving percutaneous permeation, various approaches based on colloidal vesicles have been developed for FK506 dermal delivery. Microemulsion, ethosomes, lipid nanoparticles (NPs), and modified nanolipid carrier have been addressed, and they all presented enhanced FK506 percutaneous permeation. However, each of these approaches has its respective challenges in terms of safety, feasibility, or stability, for example, considerable surfactants for microemulsion, hot homogenization preparation for lipid NPs and modified nanolipid carrier, and lecithin stability for ethosomes. Among these nanocarriers, NPs possessed the ability to load hydrophobic drugs and adhere to the surface of the skin providing an occlusive effect, thus enhancing the hydration of the skin, or to be held in the lipid matrix of stratum corneum (SC) and in hair follicles, which facilitated greater drug permeation of the skin and the forming of a drug reservoir at the site of action in the skin. Therefore, NPs have shown promise in topical drug delivery, and the most commonly used NPs for topical drug delivery were biodegradable polymeric NPs with respect to safety. In this study, NPs were constructed with natural hyaluronic acid (HA) and cholesterol (Chol), ensuring the safety and stability, and the NPs were formed by self-assembling without heating.

HA was also widely used as a ligand to modify delivery systems such as NPs (to deliver drugs to target tumor cells), owing to the specific interaction between HA and CD44 receptors, which overexpressed on the surface of some tumor cells, and HA has been widely prepared to be self-assembling NPs and investigated as carriers for receptor-mediated drug targeting in cancer therapy. The vital of HA-based self-assembling NPs was choosing a hydrophobic molecule to be conjugated to HA to prepare an amphiphilic HA derivative, which self-assembled into nanosized particles consisting of a hydrophobic core surrounded by the hydrophilic HA shell, and the hydrophobic drugs would be encapsulated in the core of NPs through hydrophobic interaction. The hydrophobic moieties with low or high MW, tetracetylamine, 5b-colanic acid, monofunctional or biofunctional fatty amines, or multiple nitrogen-containing derivatives such as poly(l-lysine) and polyethyleneimine, ceramide, and Chol have been reported to be linked with the carboxylic acid group of HA through the essentially mild conditions of the carbodiimide chemistry.

HA–Chol–NPs have been investigated to encapsulate chemotherapeutic drug doxcetaxel (DTX) or 2b protein/siRNA complex for targeting delivery drugs to tumor cells. However, the application of NPs based on HA–Chol for targeting delivery drugs to the skin has not been evaluated so far.

For preparation of hydrophobic drug-loaded NPs, the drug solubility was vital in achieving enhanced drug entrapment and high stability of NPs. Therefore, increasing the drug solubility prior to NPs preparation should be considered. Nicotinamide (NIC), a water-soluble vitamin (B₃), was commonly used as a hydrotropic agent due to its ability to augment the solubility of some poorly water-soluble molecules. Moreover, NIC presented enhancing DTX permeation through rat skin after DTX was solubilized by NIC to form DTX–NIC complex and then prepared to be nanostructured lipid carriers.

In the cosmetic industry, NIC was widely used in topical preparations due to its moisturizing and depigmenting properties. NIC was an inhibitor of PARP-1. PARP regulated the expression of immunomodulatory protein, major histocompatibility complex class II, and NF-kB. Consequently, NIC facilitated the treatment of some inflammatory skin diseases, including bullous pemphigoid, acne, rosacea, and AD. NIC was also reported to enhance the efficacy of calcipotriene for treating psoriasis when they were used in combination. The benefits of NIC to the skin made it a potentially attractive vehicle for topical formulations. In this project, NIC was hypothesized to solubilize FK506 and exert positive effects on FK506–NPs formulation, permeation, and efficacy.
On the basis of the abovementioned considerations, with the aim to establish an effective percutaneous delivery system for FK506 to treat skin diseases, a combined strategy for FK506 based on NIC and HA–Chol–NPs has been developed, which is expected to exploit both virtues of NIC and NPs to obtain synergetic effects. The effects of NIC on solubility and permeability of FK506 were evaluated. An amphiphilic conjugate HA–Chol was synthesized by hydrophobically modifying HA backbone with Chol, and FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC/HA–Chol–NPs self-assembled in NIC solution or aqueous solution. The particle size, zeta potential, morphology, and encapsulation efficiency (EE) were characterized. In vitro permeability of FK506 from HA–Chol–NPs–NIC was evaluated in comparison with HA–Chol–NPs, NIC complex solution, aqueous suspension, and commercial preparation of ointment (Protopic), respectively. The effect of the combination of NIC with NPs on drug retention in the skin was further visualized with confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) through in vivo permeation studies. Finally, the immortal human keratinocytes (HaCaT) were employed to evaluate the cellular uptake of FK506–NPs–NIC in comparison with FK506–NPs, FK506–NIC complex solution, and FK506 aqueous suspension. The graphical summary is provided in Figure S1.

Materials and methods

Materials

Cholesteryl chloroformate, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylenediamine hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxy succinimide, and pyrene were purchased from Aladdin (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). Sodium hyaluronate (HA, MW 30 kDa) was obtained from Bloomage Freda Biopharm Co., Ltd. (Shandong, People’s Republic of China). Anhydrous ethylenediamine was purchased from Damao Chemical Reagent Factory (Tianjin, People’s Republic of China). Trimethylamine was obtained from Tianjin Zhiyuian Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, People’s Republic of China). NIC was a gift of Guangzhou Changlong Technology Co., Ltd. (Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China). FK506 was purchased from Teva Czech Industries (Opava-Komarov, Czech Republic). The 502 super glue was purchased from Henggu Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang, People’s Republic of China). Coumarin 6 (C6); penicillin; 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI); and streptomycin were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Other reagents were of analytical grade.

Influence of NIC on FK506

Solubility

The influence of NIC on FK506 solubility was determined using the 24-hour shake flask method. In brief, excess FK506 was added to screw-capped vials containing a fixed volume of NIC solution with different concentrations of 0% (w/v), 10% (w/v), 20% (w/v), and 30% (w/v). The suspension was maintained in a thermostatic shaker (THZ-82BA; Jinchang Instrument Company, Jinchang, People’s Republic of China) for 3 days at 100 rpm and 37°C to reach the dissolution equilibrium. Aliquots from each vial were sampled and filtered through a 0.22 μm microporous nylon membrane. The filtered aliquot was analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

Permeability

To determine the influence of NIC on FK506 permeability, in vitro permeation experiments were conducted. Sprague Dawley rats (male, 180–220 g) were purchased from the Experiment Animal Center of Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China). All work performed with animals were in accordance with the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care and Use in Research published by the Chinese Ministry of Health, and the protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Sun Yat-sen University. The Sprague Dawley rats were anesthetized and sacrificed by cervical dislocation, and the hair on the abdomen was carefully removed with a razor. The abdominal skin was excised, and the subcutaneous tissues were surgically removed. Then the skin was rinsed with normal saline. In vitro permeation was performed with vertical Franz diffusion cell under occlusive conditions with an effective contact area of 3.14 cm² and receptor volume of 7.5 mL (TK-12A; Kaikai Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) according to our previous report. Skin was mounted on the receptor cell with SC facing the donor cell, and the receptor cell was filled with normal saline containing 25% ethanol as the receptor medium with respect to the sink condition. The skin temperature was maintained at 32°C±1°C with a circulating water bath and stirred at 250 rpm. In all, 500 μL of FK506 suspension (0.1%, w/v) containing 0% (w/v), 10% (w/v), 20% (w/v), and 30% (w/v) NIC was applied onto the skin, respectively. In our preliminary experiment, FK506 in the receptor medium could not be detected until 10 hours of permeation in the groups with NIC and 12 hours of permeation in the group without NIC; thus, the receptor medium at intervals of 12 hours, 14 hours, 16 hours, 18 hours,
20 hours, and 24 hours after permeation were sampled and analyzed by HPLC.

After 24 hours of permeation, the residual formulations were carefully removed from the skin and the skin was cut into pieces. Two volumes of methanol was added to the skin pieces for extracting FK506 retained in the skin. The extraction was performed by sonicating for 30 minutes following centrifuging for 5 minutes at 5,000 rpm. The supernatant was filtered with 0.22 μm microporous nylon membrane and analyzed by HPLC.

**Synthesis of HA–Chol conjugates**

HA–Chol conjugates were prepared as shown in the schematic of Figure 1. In brief, anhydrous ethylenediamine (3.34 mL) and trimethylamine (300 μL) were mixed with anhydrous methylene chloride (CH₂Cl₂; 30 mL), and
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**Figure 1** Synthesis of HA-Chol conjugation and its identification through NMR.

**Note:** (A) Synthetic scheme of HA–Chol. (B) 1H NMR spectrum of Chol and HA–Chol conjugates. HA–Chol was dissolved in DMSO-d6 and analyzed by 1H NMR using Bruker Avance III 400 MHz NMR.

**Abbreviations:** Chol, cholesterol; Chol-Am, cholesteryl amine; CH₂Cl₂, methylene chloride; DMF, N,N-dimethylformamide; DMSO-d₆, dimethyl sulfoxide-d₆; EDC, 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide; h, hours; HA, hyaluronic acid; HA–Chol, hyaluronic acid–cholesterol conjugates; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; RT, room temperature.
cholesteryl chloroformate dissolved in anhydrous CH$_2$Cl$_2$
(10 mL) was added drop wise to this solution under nitrogen
stream. After stirring for 24 hours under nitrogen stream at
room temperature, the solution was washed with distilled
water for three times. After rotary evaporation, crude products
were obtained. The crude products were dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$;
methanol (1:1, v/v) and filtered with 0.22 µm microporous
nylon membrane to remove bicarbamate, and the filtrate was
rotary evaporated to obtain cholesteryl amine (Chol-Am).
To chemically modify HA with Chol-Am, HA (1 g), EDC
(0.5 g), and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.3 g) were dissolved
in distilled water: N,N-dimethylformamide (1:3, v/v) and
stirred for 2.5 hours to activate the carboxyl group of HA.
After activation, Chol-Am (0.2–0.8 g) dissolved in N,N-
dimethylformamide (80 mL) was added drop wise to the
activated HA solution. After stirring for 48 hours, the solution
was dialyzed against distilled water:tetrahydrofuran (1:1, v/v)
solution and water, respectively. HA–Chol conjugates with
different degrees of substitution (DSs) were obtained following
freeze-drying. DS was the number of Chol molecule per
100 sugar residues of HA determined by $^1$H nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR). HA–Chol was dissolved in dimethyl
sulfoxide–d$_6$ and analyzed by $^1$H NMR (400 MHz, Avance III;
Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany).

The critical aggregation concentration (CAC) was mea-
sured using an automatic microplate reader (Flex Station 3;
Molecular Devices LLC, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with pyrene
as a hydrophobic probe. In all, 20 µL of pyrene solution
(40 µg/mL) in acetone was added to a tube. After evaporating
acetone under a gentle nitrogen stream for 1 hour at room
temperature, 4 mL of HA–Chol solution with the concentra-
tion ranging from 0.1 µg/mL to 0.8 mg/mL was added to
each tube to maintain the final concentration of pyrene at
1.0x10$^{-6}$ mol/L. The solution was sonicated for 10 minutes
and vibrated under vapor bath overnight prior to determination
of the fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence intensity
was measured using the automatic microplate reader, and the
emission intensities of 388 nm ($I_{388}$) and 375 nm ($I_{375}$) were
obtained at a fixed excitation wavelength of 350 nm. The CAC
was determined by plotting the fluorescence intensity ratio of
$I_{388}$/$I_{375}$ to the concentration of HA–Chol conjugates.

**Preparation and characterization of FK506-loaded NPs**
FK506-loaded NPs with NIC or without NIC were prepared
with ultrasonic cell disruptor (JY92-2D; Ningbo Xinzi
Science and Technology Co., Ningbo, People’s Republic of
China). In brief, HA–Chol conjugates and FK506 were dis-
solved in 20% (w/v) NIC solution or aqueous solution with
the final FK506 concentration of 1 mg/mL. After sonicating
for 6 minutes, FK506–NP suspension was obtained.

The NP suspension was filtered with a 0.45 µm micropo-
rous nylon membrane, and the particle size, polydispersity
index, and zeta potential were determined using a Zetasizer
Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The mor-
phology of NPs was observed with atomic force micro-
scope (AFM; Dimension FastScan; Bruker Optik GmbH).
The NP suspension was dropped onto the surface of mica
and dried at room temperature. The images were obtained
using ScanAsyst mode and with a probe of FastScan-A/C.
The analysis of the AFM images was processed with the
NanoScope software Version 1.40 (Bruker Nano Surfaces
Division, Santa Barbara, CA, USA).

EE of NPs was determined by gel permeation chromatog-
raphy. In all, 500 µL of NP suspension was added into the
top of Sephadex LH-20 column. A total of 20 µL of water
was used to elute NPs and 20 µL of ethanol to elute free
FK506. The effluent of ethanol was collected and determined
by HPLC. The EE (%) of FK506 was calculated according to
the following equation:

$$EE\, (\%) = \frac{\text{Mass of FK506 incorporated in NPs (mg)}}{\text{Mass of FK506 introduced (mg)}} \times 100$$  

(1)

**In vitro permeation of HA–Chol–NPs–
NIC and HA–Chol–NPs**
In all, 500 µL of FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, HA–Chol–
NPs, FK506–NIC complex suspension (with an equal amount
of NIC to that of HA–Chol–NIC, 20%, w/v), aqueous suspen-
sion, and 0.5 g of commercial preparation of Protopic with
an equal amount of FK506 (1 mg/mL) were used in in vitro
permeation experiments, and the procedure was the same as
described in the Permeability section.

**In vivo permeation of C6-loaded NPs**
The effects of NIC, NPs, and NPs–NIC on the permeation
in the skin were further evaluated visually with CLSM
(Zeiss LSM 710; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany),
and a hydrophobic fluorescent, C6, was used as the probe.
Sprague Dawley rats were anesthetized, and the abdomen
hair was removed using depilatory cream (Veet, London,
UK). After 24 hours for SC recovery, a container was fixed
on the abdominal area free of hair with superglue in order
to administer liquid sample without leakage. In all, 500 µL
of C6-loaded NPs with and without NIC, C6–NIC complex
suspension, and aqueous suspension with an equal amount
of C6 (0.1%, w/v) were added to the container, respectively.
After 4 hours of administration, the formulation remaining on the skin was carefully removed. The skin was separated and sliced into sections of 0.2 cm x 0.5 cm with a cryostat microtome (CM1900; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and the skin slice was observed using CLSM.

**Cellular uptake of C6-loaded NPs**

HaCaT cell was obtained from China Center for Type Culture Collection (Wuhan, People's Republic of China). The cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with FBS (10%, v/v), 100 IU/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin in the humidified atmosphere of 95% with 5% CO₂ at 37°C. The medium was replenished every other day. The HaCaT cells were then cultured in a 15 mm² confocal dish (1×10⁵ cells/well) with DMEM medium. After cultured for 24 hours, the culture medium was removed and washed with phosphate buffer solution for three times. In all, 200 μL of HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, HA–Chol–NPs, NIC complex suspension, and aqueous suspension containing an equal amount of C6 (0.1%, w/v) were diluted by DMEM without FBS to 10 μg/mL and added to the dish, respectively. After culturing for 4 hours, the culture medium was removed and the cells were washed three times with phosphate buffer solution. Then the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution at ambient temperature for 15 minutes, and the nuclei of cells were labeled by DAPI. The cell uptake was evaluated using CLSM. The excitation and emission wavelengths of C6 were 430 nm and 485 nm, respectively.

**HPLC analysis of FK506**

FK506 in different samples was determined using HPLC. HPLC system (Agilent 1260 series; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) consisted of quaternary pump (G1310A), degasser (G1322A), autosampler (G1329), column thermostat (CO-1000), UV detector (G1314A), and data processing software (Agilent ChemStation for LC systems; Agilent Technologies). A C8 column (Grace®, Grace Davison Discovery Sciences, Deerfield, IL, USA, 250×4.6 mm, 5 μm) was used for FK506 analysis with water:isopropyl alcohol:triethylamine (5:2:2, v/v/v) as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min at 55°C, and the detection wavelength was set at 220 nm.

**Data analysis**

Each experiment was performed at least in triplicate. The data were given as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The statistical differences between the groups used one-way analysis of variance followed by least significant difference as post hoc analysis (SPSS Version 19.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results and discussion**

**Solubility**

NIC, vitamin B₃, is a hydrophilic molecule and well known as a hydrotropic agent for its ability to enhance the solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs.¹⁷,³⁸ As shown in Table 1, FK506 was a poorly water-soluble drug with the solubility of 0.69±0.24 μg/mL, and the solubility of FK506 increased with the increase in NIC concentration. The solubility of FK506 in 30% (w/v) NIC solution was 532-fold as that in water. Similar results of other poorly water-soluble drugs were reported by Sanghvi et al.³⁹ and Suzuki and Sunada.⁴⁰ The mechanism of how NIC increased the solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs is still debated. The commonly proposed mechanisms were: i) the complex of NIC–drug formed owing to the interaction between NIC and the poorly soluble molecules and ii) self-aggregation of NIC might help segregate the hydrophobic drug from water, and the total energy of the solution was reduced. In the proposed mechanism of hydrotropic solubilization of FK506 by NIC will be the subject of subsequent research.

**Percutaneous permeation of FK506 in NIC solution**

As NIC improved the solubility of FK506, it was supposed that NIC could enhance the percutaneous permeation of FK506. The cumulative amount of FK506 permeated, retention, and flux from in vitro permeation are listed in Table 2, and the cumulative permeated amount of FK506 through the skin is plotted as a function of time (Figure 2). Based on Table 2, the cumulative permeated amount, retention, and flux of FK506 were enhanced in comparison with FK506 suspension when 10% (w/v) or 20% (w/v) NIC was used as the hydrotropic agent (P<0.05). It was possibly attributed to the increased solubility of FK506 in NIC solution, which increased FK506 concentration gradient and partition of skin/vehicle. Moreover, NIC could easily permeate into skin when 20% NIC solution without FK506 was performed in in vitro analysis (SPSS Version 19.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

| Table 1 Solubility of FK506 in different concentrations of NIC solution |
|----------------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Solubility (μg/mL)   | Water            | 10% (w/v)       | 20% (w/v)       | 30% (w/v)       |
| NIC                  | NIC              | NIC             | NIC             |
| Solubility (μg/mL)   | 0.69±0.24        | 39.29±1.86      | 158.90±8.89     | 367.63±12.82    |

Note: Data represent mean ± SD, n=4 per group.

Abbreviations: FK506, tacrolimus; NIC, nicotinamide; SD, standard deviation.
permeation studies (data not shown). When the complex of FK06–NIC formed or self-aggregated NIC segregates FK06 from water in the NIC hydrotropic system, FK06 permeation might have enhanced due to the driving force from NIC permeation. Interestingly, when FK06 was present in 20% NIC solution, the cumulative permeated amount, retention, and flux were higher than that in 10% NIC solution or 30% NIC solution. Therefore, 20% NIC solution was chosen as the hydrotropic solution for preparing NPs.

Preparation and characterization of NPs

HA, a hydrophilic component of skin and human body, possesses several properties, including viscoelasticity, biocompatibility, hydration, and lubrication. Chol is also a hydrophobic component of human skin. Amphiphilic HA derivatives were synthesized by conjugating Chol with HA to form HA–Chol, which could self-assemble to be NPs following incorporation of hydrophobic drugs into the hydrophobic core of NPs. In the present study, the preparation of HA–Chol conjugates was according to the previous report (Figure 1A). Chol including a linker, ethanediamine, was attached. Then the –NH₂ of Chol-Am could conjugate with the –COOH of HA by amide bond formation. By increasing the feed of Chol, HA–Chol with different DSs was obtained (Table 3). The ¹H NMR spectrum of HA–Chol is presented in Figure 1B. The methine group of Chol (δ=5.32 ppm [1H, –CH]) and the N-acetyl group in the sugar unit of HA (δ=2.10 ppm [3H, –COCH3]) were confirmed in the ¹H NMR spectrum of HA–Chol, indicating successful synthesis of HA–Chol.

The CAC of HA–Chol was determined using the fluorescence excitation spectra method. Figure 3 shows the plot of fluorescence intensity ratio (I₀/I₅₃⁰) to the logarithmic concentration of HA–Chol conjugates. The CAC was determined by the HA–Chol threshold concentration to form self-assembled NPs. As shown in Figure 3, the CAC decreased with the increase in Chol DS. It was 43.7 μg/mL for HA–Chol 1, 11.5 μg/mL for HA–Chol 2, and 2.04 μg/mL for HA–Chol 3. Based on these data, HA–Chol could self-assemble to be NPs to incorporate poorly water-soluble drugs into their hydrophobic inner core.

NPs were prepared by the sonication method. The morphology of NPs characterized by AFM was uniformly spherical (Figure 4). The particle size and zeta potential of HA–Chol–NPs with different DSs were examined by dynamic light scattering, and the results are shown in Table 3. The average size of HA–Chol–NPs in the absence of NIC was larger than that in the presence of NIC, and the size of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC ranged from 160.5 nm to 208.0 nm, and the zeta potential ranged from −31.5 mV to −41.9 mV.

### Table 2 Permeated amount, deposition, and flux (Jₚ) of FK06 after 24 h of permeation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FK06 sample</th>
<th>Permeated amount (μg/cm²)</th>
<th>Deposition amount (μg/cm²)</th>
<th>Flux (μg/cm²/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10% NIC (w/v)</td>
<td>5.37±1.04*</td>
<td>1.37±0.33*</td>
<td>0.37±0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% NIC (w/v)</td>
<td>6.60±2.27*</td>
<td>1.71±0.32*</td>
<td>0.46±0.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% NIC (w/v)</td>
<td>4.35±1.30</td>
<td>1.26±0.18</td>
<td>0.25±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension</td>
<td>2.33±1.26</td>
<td>0.54±0.09</td>
<td>0.20±0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *P<0.05 in comparison with FK06 aqueous suspension. Data represent mean ± SD, n=4 per group.

Abbreviations: FK06, tacrolimus; h, hours; NIC, nicotinamide; SD, standard deviation.

### Table 3 Characteristics of HA–Chol–NPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>ξ (mV)</th>
<th>EE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA–Chol–NPs</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>243.2±14.2</td>
<td>0.263±0.047</td>
<td>−43.3±3.4</td>
<td>72.1±3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC 1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>208.0±22.2</td>
<td>0.224±0.031</td>
<td>−41.9±3.0</td>
<td>79.2±7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA–Chol–NPs</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>181.4±6.8</td>
<td>0.200±0.027</td>
<td>−40.5±7.0</td>
<td>77.9±9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC 2</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>160.5±4.7</td>
<td>0.189±0.014</td>
<td>−31.5±1.4</td>
<td>79.3±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA–Chol–NPs</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>160.5±4.7</td>
<td>0.189±0.014</td>
<td>−31.5±1.4</td>
<td>79.3±0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data represent mean ± SD, n=4 per group.

Abbreviations: DS, degree of substitution; EE, encapsulation efficiency; HA–Chol–NPs, hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles; HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles containing nicotinamide; PDI, polydispersity index; ξ, zeta potential; SD, standard deviation.
With the increase in Chol DS, the particle size was decreased due to the increasing hydrophobic interaction. The negative zeta potential was attributed to the negative charge of the carboxylic group of HA backbone. The high zeta potential might prevent the aggregation of NPs in solution by electrostatic repulsion. The EE was 79.2% ± 7.2%, 77.9% ± 9.2%, and 79.3% ± 0.6% for HA–Chol 1, HA–Chol 2, and HA–Chol 3, respectively. The EE was not influenced by the DS of Chol, although the latter could increase the lipophilic core of NPs. A similar result was also obtained by another group.\(^{42}\)

Comparing the EE of HA–Chol 1 with and without NIC, the EE of HA–Chol 1 with NIC was higher than that of without NIC (72.1% ± 3.0%). The result suggested that NIC could enhance the drug incorporation of NPs through increasing the solubility and decreasing the high lipophilicity of FK506. In order to screen the HA–Chol, in vitro permeation of FK506 from HA–Chol–NPs–NIC with different HA–Chol DSs has been carried out. The permeated amount of HA–Chol 1–NPs–NIC after 24 hours of permeation was 13.38 ± 2.26 μg/cm\(^2\), which was significantly higher than that of HA–Chol 2–NPs–NIC (6.86 ± 1.69 μg/cm\(^2\), \(P<0.05\)) or HA–Chol 3–NPs–NIC (4.74 ± 0.91 μg/cm\(^2\), \(P<0.05\)). The deposition and flux of FK506 from HA–Chol 1–NPs–NIC were 2.39 ± 0.53 μg/cm\(^2\) and 0.86 ± 0.27 μg/cm\(^2\)/h, respectively, which were significantly higher than those from HA–Chol 2–NPs–NIC or HA–Chol 3–NPs–NIC (1.22 ± 0.19 μg/cm\(^2\), \(P<0.05\), and 0.45 ± 0.15 μg/cm\(^2\)/h, \(P<0.05\), respectively, for HA–Chol 2–NPs–NIC and 1.14 ± 0.40 μg/cm\(^2\), \(P<0.05\), and 0.31 ± 0.09 μg/cm\(^2\)/h, \(P<0.05\), respectively, for HA–Chol 3–NPs–NIC). Based on these results, HA–Chol 1 possessing low DS, high EE, and high permeability was used for the following experiments.

### In vitro permeation of FK506–NPs

As reported in previous studies, the application of NPs as the vehicle for percutaneous drug delivery achieved more retention of drugs in the skin for prolonging the residence time and targeting upper layer of skin.\(^{43,44}\) In the present study, we used HA–Chol–NPs as the carrier and NIC as the hydro trope to prepare FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC system and evaluate their effects on FK506 permeation into and across the skin. The cumulative permeated amount of FK506 was plotted versus time, and the retention of FK506 in the skin is shown in Figure 5 and Table 4. The commercial preparation (Protopic, 0.1%, w/v) and 0.1% (w/v) FK506 aqueous suspension were taken as the reference group and control group, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 4, the FK506 permeation from the NIC complex or HA–Chol–NPs was higher than that from Protopic or suspension after 24 hours of permeation, and there was no significant difference between Protopic and suspension (\(P>0.05\)). The cumulative permeated amount of FK506 from NPs or NIC complex was, respectively, 1.53-fold or 1.70-fold as that of Protopic, and the skin retention of FK506 from NPs or NIC complex was, respectively, 2.05-fold or 4.17-fold as that of Protopic. What is more, FK506 from NPs–NIC showed the highest permeation at all time points as compared with NPs or the NIC complex group. The cumulative permeated...
As we described earlier, flux (\(\text{Flux}\)) of FK506 into and through the skin with NIC could synergistically enhance the permeation of FK506. First, NPs were reported to penetrate into the skin from NPs–NIC presented the highest retention (2.26*\(\pm\)0.14 \(\mu\)g/cm\(^2\)) or the NIC complex (1.71*\(\pm\)0.32 \(\mu\)g/cm\(^2\); \(P<0.05\)). The results indicated that either NPs carrier or NIC hydrotropy could enhance the permeation of FK506, and the combination of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC could synergistically enhance the permeation of FK506 into and through the skin.

There were various mechanisms to elucidate how NPs enhanced drug penetration through the skin. First, NPs were used as drug carriers and accumulated on the skin surface to create high local concentration of loaded drugs, which facilitated the drug-sustained release and permeation in the skin.\(^{45,46}\) Second, NPs were reported to penetrate into the skin through skin appendages such as hair follicles.\(^{47}\) Hair follicles occupied ~0.1% of the entire skin.\(^{48}\) NPs transported into the hair follicles, resulting in enhanced penetration of drugs loaded by NPs. In this project, both the penetration and retention of FK506 from HA–Chol–NPs were enhanced, which indicated that HA–Chol–NPs possibly played the role of drug carrier and also penetrated through the skin appendages. For FK506–NIC, as discussed above, the penetration and retention enhancement were possibly ascribed to: i) the increased solubility of FK506 in NIC solution, which increased FK506 concentration gradient and partition of skin vehicle, and ii) when the complex of FK506–NIC formed or self-aggregated NIC segregated FK506 from water in the NIC hydrotropic system, FK506 permeation might have enhanced due to the driving force from NIC permeation. The reasons that HA–Chol–NPs combined with NIC facilitated percutaneous drug delivery could be attributed to solubilizing, nano-loading, and partitioning effects. The results indicated that the combination of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC was a promising approach for FK506 percutaneous delivery system.

If there is more amount of percutaneous drug delivery, skin diseases are treated more effectively, which has been backed by many reports.\(^{3,4,9,50}\) As we described earlier, FK506-loaded ethosomes, lipid NPs, or modified lipid NPs were reported to enhance FK506 penetration, resulting in an enhanced efficacy for treating AD.\(^{3,4,9,50}\) Therefore, the synergistically enhanced penetration of FK506 by the combination of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC also suggests that FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC will exert an enhanced effect on treating skin diseases compared to FK506–HA–Chol–NPs, FK506–NIC complex, FK506 aqueous suspension, or commercial ointment. In clinic, FK506 has been investigated successfully in the management of AD and psoriasis.

**Figure 5** In vitro skin percutaneous studies of FK506 from different vehicles.

**Notes:** Data represent mean \(\pm\) SD, \(n=4\) per group. *Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) in comparison with FK506 aqueous suspension. **Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) in comparison with Protopic, 0.1%. ***Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) in comparison with FK506–NPs. ****Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) in comparison with FK506–NIC solution. The concentration of FK506 in each formulation was 1 mg/mL.

**Abbreviations:** FK506, tacrolimus; FK506–HA–Chol–NPs, tacrolimus-loaded hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles; FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, tacrolimus-loaded hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles containing nicotinamide; FK506–NIC complex, tacrolimus–nicotinamide complex; FK506–NPs, tacrolimus–nanoparticles complex; h, hours; SD, standard deviation.

**Table 4** Permeated amount, deposition, and flux (\(j_{p}\)) of FK506 after 24 h of permeation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Permeated amount ((\mu)g/cm(^2))</th>
<th>Deposition amount ((\mu)g/cm(^2))</th>
<th>Flux ((\mu)g/cm(^2)/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA–Chol–NPs</td>
<td>5.96*(\pm)0.05</td>
<td>0.84*(\pm)0.14</td>
<td>0.47*(\pm)0.08***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FK506–NIC complex</td>
<td>6.60*(\pm)2.27*</td>
<td>1.71*(\pm)0.32*</td>
<td>0.46*(\pm)1.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA–Chol–NPs–NIC</td>
<td>13.38*(\pm)2.26*</td>
<td>2.39*(\pm)0.53*</td>
<td>0.86*(\pm)2.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension</td>
<td>2.33*(\pm)1.26</td>
<td>0.54*(\pm)0.09</td>
<td>0.20*(\pm)1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protopic</td>
<td>3.89*(\pm)0.30</td>
<td>0.41*(\pm)0.20</td>
<td>0.16*(\pm)0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) compared to FK506 aqueous suspension. **Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) compared to Protopic, 0.1%. ***Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) compared to FK506 NPs. ****Significantly different (\(P<0.05\)) compared to FK506–NIC solution. Data represent mean \(\pm\) SD, \(n=4\) per group.

**Abbreviations:** FK506, tacrolimus; FK506–NIC complex, tacrolimus–nicotinamide complex; h, hours; HA–Chol–NPs, hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles; HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles containing nicotinamide; SD, standard deviation.
formulation of FK506–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC exhibits attractive features for FK506 clinical setting as follows. First, the enhanced percutaneous penetration of FK506 by the delivery system as mentioned earlier facilitated the topical efficacy for these diseases. Second, the materials to construct HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, especially HA and NIC, also provided advantages for percutaneous delivery. Generally, HA was thought to act as a mucoadhesive and retain the drug at its site of action. When applied topically, HA presented localizing delivery of drug to the epidermis, thus obtaining a targeting therapeutic treatment effect for AD and psoriasis. NIC has been reported as a potential addition of anti-AD armamentarium, and it is a cheap generic vehicle with a well-established safety profile in human beings.

**Percutaneous delivery of C6-loaded NPs in vivo**

The deposition of fluorescently labeled formulations was evaluated using CLSM. C6 was employed as a hydrophobic fluorescent probe. The skin permeation from C6 aqueous suspension, 20% (w/v) NIC solution, C6-loaded HA–Chol–NPs, and C6-loaded HA–Chol–NPs–NIC was observed. The results of CLSM experiments following 4 hours of incubation are illustrated in Figure 6. After 4 hours of application, the confocal images presented that the aqueous suspension delivered very little C6 into the skin (Figure 6A). When C6 was hydrotropically solubilized in 20% NIC solution, C6 could permeate into deeper skin layers (Figure 6B). However, when C6 was loaded in HA–Chol–NPs, the strong fluorescence intensity was only distributed in SC and hair follicles (Figure 6C), which indicated that NPs played predominantly the role of drug carrier after 4 hours of permeation. The fluorescence intensity of C6-loaded HA–Chol–NPs or C6–NIC solution was stronger than that of C6 suspension, indicating that either NIC or HA–Chol–NPs alone could enhance the retention of drugs in the skin. When C6 was loaded in the HA–Chol–NPs–NIC system, the fluorescence intensity within the skin was significantly higher than that of the NIC solution or HA–Chol–NPs alone, especially in the epidermis (Figure 6D). These results supported the results from the in vitro permeation experiments and confirmed the assumption that HA–Chol–NPs–NIC presented a synergistic effect on drug permeation in the skin after the drug incorporated into NPs with a hydrotropic NIC system.

**Cell uptake of C6-loaded NPs into HaCaT**

SC was the main barrier of skin. For the purpose of delivering therapeutic agents to target site of skin by NPs, one of the possibilities was that NPs, as the carrier, could be actively internalized by keratinocytes or other cells of the epidermis. Immortalized HaCaT, similar to normal keratinocytes, were chosen to evaluate the cellular uptake of HA–Chol–NPs. Cell uptake studies were carried out using C6 as fluorescence probe, which has been widely used in cell uptake experiments for observation by CLSM. The uptake of C6-loaded HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, C6–Ha–Chol–NPs, C6 in 20% (w/v) NIC solution, and C6 aqueous suspension containing nicotinamide; C6–NIC complex suspension, (C) C6–HA–Chol–NP suspension, and (D) C6–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC suspension.

**Notes:** The concentration of C6 in each formulation was 1 mg/mL, and the green fluorescence represented C6. Scale bar: 50 μm. Magnification ×100.

**Abbreviations:** C6, coumarin 6; C6–HA–Chol–NPs, coumarin 6-loaded hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles; C6–HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, coumarin 6-loaded hyaluronic acid–cholesterol nanoparticles containing nicotinamide; C6–NIC complex, coumarin 6–nicotinamide complex; h, hours.
been reported that CD44 expressed in HaCaT cells\textsuperscript{35} and HA–Chol–NPs could specifically bind to CD44 receptor expressing on HaCaT cells and resulted in uptake by HaCaT cells through CD44 receptor-mediated endocytosis, which would facilitate the uptake of loaded drugs by cells. When C6 was loaded in HA–Chol–NPs with NIC, the cell uptake presented similar green fluorescence to that of HA–Chol–NPs without NIC (Figure 7E), which indicated that cell uptake was mainly ascribed to HA–Chol–NPs and NIC would not hinder the uptake.

Conclusion

Although topical administration of FK506 was effective in the treatment of various inflammatory skin diseases, the formulation for FK506 percutaneous delivery remained a challenge due to its high hydrophobicity and high MW. In this study, amphiphilic HA–Chol conjugates were synthesized. Hydrotropic NIC was used to solubilize FK506 and facilitate FK506 to be loaded into HA–Chol self-assembling NPs. In vitro permeation investigation showed that either NIC or HA–Chol–NPs alone significantly enhanced FK506 permeation through and into the skin, and the combination of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC exhibited a significantly synergistic effect on FK506 permeation through and into the skin in comparison with NIC or HA–Chol–NPs alone. The CLSM study further confirmed the synergistic percutaneous delivery effect of HA–Chol–NPs–NIC, and HaCaT cell uptake identified the enhancement of active agents delivered into the cells by HA–Chol–NPs. Overall, the results indicate that the combination of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC can exploit the advantages of both HA–Chol–NPs and NIC to enhance the solubility and permeability of FK506, which supports that the hybrid system of HA–Chol–NPs combined with NIC may be a promising approach for FK506 to effectively treat skin diseases. Nevertheless, further works such as the interaction of HA–Chol–NPs with NIC, in vivo penetration, and pharmacodynamic studies need to be carried out in order to obtain more information on HA–Chol–NPs–NIC as a percutaneous delivery system for FK506.
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Figure S1 Graphical abstract of HA-Chol nanoparticle with nicotinamide for FK506 percutaneous delivery.
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